Representative Mason S. Peters.
Of Great Benefit’’:
The Origin of Postal Services for Blind Americans

by Christopher W. Shaw

At the opening of the Fifty-Fifth United States Congress in 1897, a newly elected member from Kansas entered the House chamber for the first time. Two congressional pages observing this freshman congressman’s bearded visage curiously appraised his brand of politics. One of the boys bet the other a dollar that he could discover the answer to this question. “But how are you going to prove it?” challenged his fellow page. “Oh that will be easy enough,” he replied confidently, and then proceeded to relate a foolproof method for resolving the issue. “You stand down the aisle,” he instructed, “in front of him and I’ll get behind and give him a push. If a jackrabbit jumps out of his whiskers he’s a Populist.” Unbeknownst to the two pages, the subject of this exchange—Representative Mason S. Peters Sr.—had overheard what they said. Amused by the incident, he related it to a fellow congressman, and within days colleagues affectionately referred to Peters as the “Jackrabbit Statesman,” a nickname that he embraced.1

The pages’ impression of Peters’s partisan allegiance was correct. The voters of the second district had narrowly elected the fusionist Democrat-Populist candidate over his Republican banker opponent by fewer than four hundred votes.2 Peters was born near Kearney, Missouri, in 1844. Prior to moving to Kansas in 1886, he had been a schoolteacher, served as clerk of a county court, and engaged in the livestock business. Once in Kansas, Peters established a successful livestock commission firm before entering politics.3 His arrival in the nation’s capital occurred toward the end of a period that featured a number of frequently caricatured Populist...
Congress members from Kansas, including William A. “Whiskers” Peffer and “Sockless” Jerry Simpson. The pages’ conception of Populists reflected the influence of the nation’s political, cultural, and economic elite, who trivialized elected People’s Party officials by dismissing them as country bumpkins.4 Contrary to such characterizations, however, and like his party’s members generally, Peters had an unremarkable personal appearance, was politically astute, and aspired to forward-thinking reform. He arrived with a cogent pet project in mind that had national implications, rather than a live specimen of authentic prairie fauna concealed on his person. Peters wanted to reduce postage rates on letters written by blind Americans.5

Mailing a letter was more expensive for blind people relative to other Americans. Systems of embossed writing—such as Braille and New York Point—required sheets of paper that were thicker and heavier than standard writing paper.6 Postage for such letters consequently was higher due to their additional bulk and weight. Peters hoped to secure a reduced postage rate for letters written by blind people. He sought to permit blind people to send first-class mail at a discounted rate of one cent per ounce rather than the regular two cents assessed for first-class letters. His proposal provided an opportunity for government to better serve over fifty thousand Americans. A few bills addressing postage rates for blind people had been introduced previously, but they failed to advance.7 Peters would succeed.

Establishment of the principle in 1899 that blind Americans should receive preferential provision of postal services was an outgrowth of the waning

Braille, the tactile writing system invented by French educator Louis Braille in the 1820s, uses a series of six raised dots to represent language. Embossing techniques required thick, heavy paper in the nineteenth century, compelling blind Americans to pay higher postage. Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Washington, D.C.
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Populist moment. The Kansan’s interest in using government to further social welfare in this particular way expressed Populist reform ideas more broadly. Populism contended that government action had an important role to play in advancing social progress and the general welfare. Populists accordingly advocated using government programs to promote the public interest. They endeavored to overcome the power of bankers, railroad executives, commodity traders, and other formidable private interests. Leading Populists maintained that government had a special responsibility to care for society’s more vulnerable members. “It is the duty of government to protect the weak,” declared Populist Governor of Kansas Lorenzo D. Lewelling.8 Support for worker protections in such areas as child labor, occupational safety, and wage payment regulations manifested Populist belief in the moral obligation of government to combat abuse and exploitation. Populists serving in Congress sought to augment social welfare programs by providing unemployment relief and establishing old age pensions.9

Lorenzo Lewelling became Kansas’s first Populist governor in 1893. Like Mason S. Peters, Lewelling believed that government should serve the public interest, or as he once declared, “It is the duty of government to protect the weak.”

Populism also stressed educational improvement.10 Reduced postage would facilitate the ability of blind people to participate in communication networks that allowed for the exchange of ideas.


informative dialogues, and open-ended debates. That postal policy was such a priority to Peters is hardly surprising given Populist esteem for the Post Office. The postal system presented a prominent example of government in action, and this institution consequently occupied a notable place in Populist reform efforts.11

Peters’s success in guiding the legislation through Congress was bolstered by his gregarious personality. He was popular with his colleagues in the House and enlisted an ally to sponsor the measure in the upper chamber: fellow Populist and Kansan William Alexander Harris Jr. Inauguration of this new postal service was one part of the Post Office’s expanded role during these years. More sweeping contemporaneous postal innovations—such as Rural Free Delivery (RFD) and Parcel Post—confronted intense resistance from vested interest groups.12 Proponents of favorable postage for blind people did not face this obstacle. However, they did meet with ideological opposition to augmenting the obligation of government for social welfare. A fortuitous circumstance helped Peters surmount this obstacle. He was aided by Chaplain of the House of Representatives Henry N. Couden, whose behind-the-scenes support reflected growing political advocacy among blind citizens.

The turn of the twentieth century was a period when numerous interest groups organized themselves to exert pressure on government. For blind Americans this was a moment of political emergence.13 In 1895 approximately forty blind people met in St. Louis to advocate “a national college to which worthy graduates from our various State schools of the blind and other eligible blind persons may be admitted for a course of collegiate and normal instruction.”14 This conference marked the founding of a pioneering blind persons’ self-advocacy group—the American Blind People’s Higher Education and General Improvement Association—that questioned prevailing assumptions favoring segregation and institutionalization. Its initial focus was enlarging opportunities for higher education to allow blind adults a more self-determined existence. “The promoters had a single thought,” the organization’s official publication later recounted, “and this was to secure the higher education of the Blind.” Members of the group engaged in a spirited debate among themselves over the best strategy to pursue this aim. Proposals included a college focusing exclusively on blind education, study alongside other students at existing institutions of higher education with the benefit of government scholarships, and the establishment of a special facility on these campuses to aid blind students. Favorable postage was an idea that expressed the concern this organization was voicing about the particular educational challenges blind Americans faced.15


Efforts to secure a postage rate for blind people coincided with a signal moment of expansion for the postal system. President Benjamin Harrison’s appointment of department store magnate John Wanamaker as postmaster general in 1889 brought energetic leadership to the Post Office Department. Philadelphia’s “Merchant Prince” promoted a host of new postal services for the American people, including free delivery of mail in rural areas, a parcel delivery system, a post office savings bank, and government ownership of the telegraph and telephone.\(^\text{16}\) Wanamaker advocated all of these proposed services on the grounds that they would benefit the American people. Reduced postage rates for blind people arose from the same spirit that animated this larger push for postal reform.

Peters introduced his bill on December 8, 1897. It was referred to the Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads under the chairmanship of Representative Eugene F. Loud. This California Republican was a veteran of the Civil War. His service as a young man in the Union army included the Battle of Gettysburg and General Philip H. Sheridan’s Shenandoah Valley campaign. Following the war, he spent fifteen years as a foreman in California’s largest shoe factory. Loud’s early political career included acting as cashier and tax collector of San Francisco, a position that may have fostered the actuarial preoccupation so evident during his time in Congress. He first won election to the House in 1890. Loud’s political sympathies aligned him with his close friend William McKinley. He was an Old Guard Republican who staunchly supported big business and upheld gold during the decade’s Battle of the Standards.\(^\text{17}\)

Loud was opposed to Peters’s legislation. The specter of postal deficits haunted him. “Some of our Socialistic friends, and even a few conservative men,” Loud protested, “assume that the Post-Office Department . . . is a necessity for the whole people, and should be supported by general taxation.”\(^\text{18}\) Congress regularly appropriated funds from the U.S. Treasury to cover the gap between Post Office Department revenues and expenditures. Loud thought this practice posed calamitous consequences. “The deficit in the Post-Office Department has constantly been increasing,” he warned in 1896, “and I believe the fact that the Post-Office Department to-day is run by the Government is the most serious menace to our republican institutions.”\(^\text{19}\) The following year,
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he again observed that the postal deficit “has been steadily and constantly increasing; and, unless some radical change be made, it threatens in the future to become worse instead of better.” Loud accordingly sought to hold the line against the introduction of new postal services and to cut existing costs. “If I had my way,” he declared, “the post-office would give no more facilities than it gives today—it would give fewer.” His attitude toward those who opposed this agenda was belligerent. When a delegation of prominent Brooklynites—including a former congressman—called on Loud to protest service reductions he contemptuously dismissed their concerns. “You men are a pack of damned asses,” Loud scoffed.

The stance on postal policy championed by such deficit hawks as Loud recoiled from the recent expansion of the Post Office’s role. Loud had seen the influence Populist politicians were exerting over the postal system. Representative Thomas E. Watson—the Populist firebrand from Georgia—secured the initial appropriation for RFD. This new service’s extension was proceeding apace, and during the summer of 1897 letters expressing farmers’ enthusiasm for RFD began flooding the capital. Feeling exasperation over appropriations for mail delivery, Loud testily exclaimed that the “country had run free-delivery mad.” The tendency of innovative new services to encourage greater disregard for postal expenditures provided additional fodder for his opposition. “I want this service [RFD] to cost more each year,” acknowledged one Indiana congressman, “for I know that it is increasing and spreading its blessings in a wider circle.” Support for expanding postal services did not entail indifference to deficits. This perspective, however, could elicit a different approach to the question of how expenditures should be reduced. Populist Senator Marion Butler of North Carolina recommended addressing the issue by reining in the exorbitant sums paid to railroad corporations for transporting mail. “Why,” he pointedly asked, “do not those who are so much concerned about the deficit
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in the Post-Office Department turn their attention to these big leakages and gross abuses?”

Proponents of the Post Office’s public service role rejected the notion that its mission should be determined simply by the impulse to avoid deficits. They saw unmet public needs and sought to address them. Wanamaker recognized that government was particularly adapted to this role. “It is for the interest of a private company to extend its business only so fast and so far as it is profitable; it is the aim of the Government to extend its service wherever it is actually needed.” Loud stood in opposition to this broad conception of the public sector. He regarded the role of government in narrow terms. “Government is not constituted to do business other than such as it must do for national protection and defense.”

“Of Great Benefit”
Couden’s position was something of a sinecure. His primary responsibility was to offer a short prayer at noon on days when Congress was in session. A Republican, Couden became such a fixture of the House that he retained his chaplaincy even after Democrats won a majority in the chamber. The “Blind Chaplain” was far removed from the political concerns that preoccupied members of Congress. As a rule, he left the chamber immediately after offering the daily prayer. During the first decade of the twentieth century, the domineering Illinois Republican Speaker Joseph G. “Uncle Joe” Cannon closely monitored all congressional activity. But Couden once escaped his notice entirely. Cannon had opened yet another House session by noting that it was time for the chaplain to “offer prayer.” While Couden prayed, Cannon’s mind evidently was engrossed in other concerns. “Amen,” the chaplain concluded. “The hour of 12 o’clock noon having arrived, the Chaplain will offer prayer,” Cannon mechanically stated again. He was hastily advised that Couden had already discharged his duty. Bemused, the speaker good-naturedly swore to a man of the cloth. “Oh, hell! Chaplain, the joke’s on me.”

While Couden customarily isolated himself from the political life of the House, Peters’s bill prompted the chaplain to take an exceptional stand by supporting the measure. The chaplain’s position provided the bill with a notable endorsement. And its author’s charm facilitated the cause in Congress. The Kansas City Star identified Peters to be “something of a mixer,” and observed that he possessed a “breezy and jovial nature.” This sociable Kansan’s likeable personality helped win favor for his idea among fellow legislators, which was vital because Populist congressmen attempting to advance legislation faced significant institutional obstacles. The House operated under rules introduced in 1890 by Speaker Thomas B. Reed of Maine that gave the Republican majority control over the legislative agenda. Representatives who were not Republicans were marginalized, which made Peters’s ability to cultivate personal relationships with his colleagues an especially valuable skill. The convivial Kansan even managed to strike up a friendship with Reed. Comments that Peters made shortly after the
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conclusion of his service in Congress attest to the good rapport existing between the two men. He noted that the speaker was “cordially hated by Democratic and Populist members,” yet “paid a fine tribute” to Reed by describing him as a statesman of such “intellect and ability [that] he towers above every other member of the House.”

The group of people Peters intended to benefit also aided his cause. His idea kindled a sympathetic response because it sought to help remedy the unique challenges confronting blind people. Unlike many reforms proposed by Populist congressmen, governmental action to assist blind Americans did not directly challenge established beliefs about the role of government. This group traditionally was understood to merit help and support from society. Blind people were considered worthy of public assistance because they were not deemed personally responsible for their circumstances.

Additional developments further aided the measure’s progress through Congress. The legitimacy of opposition to Peters’s idea on the grounds of expense was undercut by the Post Office Department’s favorable appraisal of his proposal. “I am inclined to think that the measure is one that should be adopted,” allowed John A. Merritt, third assistant postmaster general. “It seems a hardship that the blind, who can not use the ordinary appliances for writing their letters, should be unduly taxed on that account.” Merritt included an important addendum to this endorsement that directly spoke to concerns over cost. “The quantity of matter . . . that is sent in the mails [by blind people] is not excessive, and therefore the passage of the bill will not result in any appreciable loss of postal revenue.” He also suggested a modification that surely made the measure still more acceptable to those who feared adding to the postal deficit: he proposed that all such letters remain unsealed to reduce any possibility of fraud. Merritt further proposed that rather than establishing a separate postage rate for blind people within first-class mail, their letters be made eligible for third-class mail, which was assessed a lower rate of one cent per two ounces.

Peters’s bill was not treated with any sense of urgency by Loud’s committee. Even after the Post Office Department endorsed the idea in April 1898, the measure continued to languish in committee. Members of the broader Congress generally had approved of the idea from its initial introduction, however, and nothing during the intervening months occurred to alter their opinions. The statement made by a Republican member of the committee demonstrates support for the idea within this body as well. “That the most unfortunate of mankind,” he submitted, “should have a higher rate of postage to pay than the capable and the strong seems an undue hardship.” The combination of widespread congressional support and the Post Office’s official sanction eventually produced a favorable report from the committee. The bill was sent back to the House with Merritt’s suggested amendments in June.

In spite of the committee having assented to his legislation, Peters was not taking any chances. He remained wary of the habitually contentious Loud. The freshman congressman handled this precarious situation with an adept maneuver that revealed the calculations of a shrewd legislator. On July 7, Peters enlisted the help of Couden to ensure that there would be no last minute obstructionism. The chaplain paid a call on Loud, and while they were speaking with one another Peters seized the floor and swiftly secured the measure’s passage. It was all over before Loud knew what had happened.
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Passage in the Senate that winter during the lame-duck session lacked similar intrigue, but it did include a minor complication. The House version of the bill was reported to the Senate without amendment in early February 1899. On the final day of the month, Harris called for a vote on the measure. At this point, an unforeseen debate ensued when the veteran Massachusetts Republican George Frisbie Hoar identified a discrepancy between the text of the legislation and its title. He stated his preference that “the acts of Congress [be] exact in title,” and noted that the mail involved was not necessarily “written by the blind” as stated. “In the first place, nobody knows who wrote it,” Hoar observed. “In the next place, it is not a correct description, because it is not a letter written when prepared in this mode.” Wolcott intervened to avert any delay by insisting that he would “not like to have the bill go back to the House.” Hoar acceded to his appeal. “It is not very important whether the title be correct or incorrect,” he allowed. The bill was then passed without further debate.

“An act Regulating the postage on letters written by the blind” was signed into law by President McKinley on March 2, 1899, shortly before the Fifty-Fifth Congress adjourned, and Peters returned to Kansas. His reelection campaign had met with defeat in a landslide election for the state’s Republicans. But Peters departed the national political stage having achieved enactment of the law he had diligently pursued from the outset. Late that summer, Peters attended the annual convention of the American Blind People’s Higher Education and General Improvement Association in Kansas City, Kansas. He advised its members on strategies for advancing their policy agenda in Congress. The organization concluded its
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proceedings by adopting a resolution thanking the former congressman for his legislative efforts on behalf of blind people. A bust of Peters was sculpted the following year for installation at the Kansas Institution for the Education of the Blind. The likeness provided a tactile means for blind people to apprehend the former congressman’s countenance. Its inscription appreciatively read: “Hon. Mason S. Peters through whose efforts Congress reduced letter postage for the blind.”

Displaying the same entrepreneurial spirit in private life that characterized his brief time in Congress, Peters went on to pioneer the manufacture and sale of hog cholera vaccine. Revenues from this business venture amounted to $1 million per year at the time of his death in 1914. The “Jackrabbit Statesman’s” compatriot Harris continued to serve in Congress until 1903, when he was the lone remaining Populist senator. After leaving Washington, D.C., Harris resumed an active role in livestock circles until suffering a fatal heart attack six years later. Peters’s ally Couden served as chaplain of the House for two more decades before resigning in 1921. He passed away the following year and was buried at Arlington National Cemetery.

The postal reform Peters shepherded through Congress stands as a concrete manifestation of Populist concern for social welfare. It was the first postal law to specifically benefit blind Americans. Mere days after its enactment, the Washington Post recognized that this reform would be “of great benefit to many blind people in his district and to blind people all over the country.” The principle of government aid for blind persons would find expression in expanded preferential postal services over the following years, culminating with the 1967 enactment of “Free Matter for the Blind and Handicapped.” This law granted blind people the right to mail letters, recordings, educational materials, and even typewriters, free of postage. The Post Office was in a position to introduce special services for blind Americans because of its status as a branch of government. Absent the profit imperative that motivates private business, there was space for the postal system’s operations to be shaped by the principle of public service.
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